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A Study on EPDM for DIY 

 

What’s in this guide? 

In this useful guide, we will look at the DIY industry and its rise 

in popularity across the UK – how, why? 

PermaroofUK Ltd supplies EPDM rubber roofing systems, 

accessories and rooflights to the DIY market, alongside our 

industry-renowned support for trade flat roofers. 

We offer Firestone-approved EPDM training in both sheet 

membrane and liquid EPDM application at our headquarters in 

Derby. 

The Permaroof resource library has an extensive range of 

downloadable guides and detailed video demonstrations to 

cover all aspects of EPDM installation and application. 

Find useful links for further reading throughout, and at the end 

of the paper. 
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A Study on EPDM for DIY 

DIY is an industry that never seems 

to fade. There are always people out 

there who want to tackle projects 

around their home and garden 

themselves.  

DIY enthusiasts often have a wide-

ranging skillset and feel that they are 

able to use the tools, materials and 

equipment in order to get minor 

household jobs done to a high 

standard.  

Some DIYers are taking training courses to enhance both their skills and confidence to tackle 

the traditionally complex projects such as roofing. 

The DIY (Do-It-Yourself) industry is expected to be worth more than £8.3 billion this year, 

proving that DIY has never been so popular. It is estimated that more than half of the UK’s 

homeowners will tackle DIY home improvements every year at an average cost of £4000 per 

year spent in the over 55s age bracket, who are the most likely to do DIY according to 

national and industry figures. One third of people in other age ranges spent more than £500 

on DIY in 2017. 
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Although around 40% of the UKs homeowners 

prefer to employ a professional tradesman for 

home improvements, there are certain basic 

tasks that are routinely and confidently self-

applied, according to a recent survey of 

homeowners: 

• Hanging a picture – 56%  

• Painting and decorating – 44% 

• Changing a fuse – 39% 

• Assembling flat pack furniture – 44% 

• Putting up a shelf – 20% 

• Laying laminate flooring – 33% 

There is a growing number of DIYers tackling larger projects around the home, which have 

traditionally been carried out by professionals. With house prices, the cost of living and other 

general expenses on the increase, today’s homeowners are far more likely to stay in their 

current homes and make improvements themselves to increase living space, than move 

house. 

Why is EPDM growing in popularity for DIY? 

Accessibility to affordable materials 

One of the top reasons EPDM is growing in 

popularity in the DIY sector is the improvement in 

accessibility and affordability of the basic 

materials. Some of today’s biggest DIY chain stores 

began to appear in the late 1960s. These stores 

started to take over from the High Street 

ironmongers’ shops relatively slowly at first, 

experiencing a surge in popularity during the 

1980s as technological innovations relied less 

heavily on workmanship and delivered better 

products that became easier to install.  

Today, EPDM is widely available for DIY and the shed roof kit can be bought off-the-shelf at 

major DIY stores. PermaroofUK Ltd stock an extensive range of flat roof supplies for both 

trade and DIY at the best prices online.  

Find out more and shop for EPDM flat roofing supplies at: 

https://www.permaroofstore.co.uk/default/firestone-epdm.html 

https://www.permaroofstore.co.uk/default/firestone-epdm.html
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Making an investment in home improvements  

The 1980s was a decade when homeowners were first 

given the option to buy their Local Authority Housing at 

reduced prices in a Right to Buy initiative. This 

opportunity created a generation of new homeowners, 

who then began investing in improving these homes for 

the first time. 

A surge in popularity for long-lasting, next-generation 

flat roofing materials has led in part to the rise in uptake of EPDM and other sustainable 

home improvements. 

DIY materials kits 

Also, the introduction of DIY off-the-shelf kits for 

homeowners has made the purchase of materials 

much easier. Traditionally, a ready reckoner was 

used to produce a materials list, and the 

experience of a tradesperson was heavily relied 

upon.  

Some of the country’s largest DIY retailers and suppliers are now creating solutions 

specifically with DIY applications in mind, making materials cheaper and more accessible for 

the DIY market. Now homeowners can be assured that the right materials, in the right 

quantities can be easily purchased, minimising waste and avoiding over- and under-buying. 

Permaroof flat roof kits are available in standard sizes or can be tailored to a specific project. 

EPDM roof kits are ideal for the DIY homeowner to use on standard shed roofing, garage 

roofing or garden offices. 

You can buy EPDM roof kits online in the Permaroof Store at: 

https://www.permaroofstore.co.uk/default/roof-kits.html 

For more ambitious DIY rubber roofing, or for non-

standard trade installations, the free-to-use Kit Builder 

App helps trade and DIY roofers build accurate 

materials lists to cut down waste and avoid 

underbuying. 

Find the Kit Builder App and use online for free at: 

http://www.permaroofkit.co.uk/ 
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Growing confidence in DIY skills through industry training and 

resources 

Confidence is growing in the DIY market all the time. Permaroof 

EPDM suppliers are offering more support in the form of EPDM 

application DIY training days, comprehensive flat roof kits and 

resource library. 

The resource library is full of detailed tutorials in both download 

and video form to support homeowners in projects that would 

traditionally only be undertaken by a professional. 

Visit the resource library at: 

https://www.diy-flat-roof.com/ 

Although confidence is growing, there is a safety aspect to consider in all types of DIY projects, 

and particularly roofing. When Permaroof introduce an EPDM flat roof kit, it makes no 

assumption of the skills of the installer. It is always advisable that DIYers assess their own skill 

level and attend a training course or employ the skills of a professional EPDM installer if in 

doubt. 

Find out more about Permaroof EPDM flat roof training courses at: 

https://www.permaroof.co.uk/epdm-roofing-training-course 

Find a local, approved EPDM installer at: 

https://www.permaroof.co.uk/local-installer 

One thing that we do see in the DIY industry is change and in the most part, change can be a 

great thing. There are new techniques, new technology and equipment and new materials 

and systems that can really make a difference to the projects that people are taking on at 

home with the help of leading industry suppliers. 

The resource library is being updated all the time with new material: 

• Video tutorials 

• White papers and technical product data sheets 

• Safety information 

• PDF downloadable installation guides 

• And much more. 

 

https://www.diy-flat-roof.com/
https://www.permaroof.co.uk/epdm-roofing-training-course
https://www.permaroof.co.uk/local-installer
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Is EPDM the sustainable alternative to roofing felt for domestic 

buildings? 

Sustainability is an incredibly important thing for many industries to consider when making 

choices in their materials and products, and the world of roofing and DIY is no exception. 

Traditionally, flat roofing has used felt, and historically this has been the most popular 

material of choice for both trade and DIY roofers. 

One of the biggest disadvantages of using felt for 

DIY roofing that it requires the use of hot methods 

to provide the seal. For this reason, it has been 

professional roofers that have applied felt and tar 

paper roofing using hot bituminous substances or 

the torch-down method for pre-treated felt. More 

has been learnt about bitumen and it has been 

discovered that bitumen can be a dangerous 

substance to use and release into the environment. 

As the UKs populace often hold the environment 

somewhat more dearly today than in history, this 

has become an issue surrounding the use of felt 

roofing. 

Not only this but felt may be a cheaper option than others in the roofing market, but that 

does not necessarily mean that it will be a cost-efficient option. After all, cheap and lower 

quality can mean that a roof is less durable and therefore will need to be replaced or 

repaired more often – typically every three to five years. Whilst this may bring more money 

into the trade, it does mean that we are playing into the throwaway culture which is having a 

huge impact on our environment and our planet.  

It makes sense that the roofing 

industry, like so many other industries, 

want to make sure that there is a 

sustainable alternative to roofing felt 

for professionals and DIYers to use.  

The thing that comes with 

sustainability is that whilst the 

customers are still going to see it as 

somewhat of an investment for their 

homes and gardens, especially when it comes to a longevity, they are going to want to get a 

good price. 
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Value for money and sustainability is something that 

EPDM roofing can offer those who are searching for 

a low cost yet still incredibly efficient way to roof a 

shed or garage.  

Not only can EPDM roofing be low cost but is also 

expected to last for 50 years or more, far 

outperforming felt roofing and other types of 

roofing membranes.  

When it comes to maintenance, EPDM roofing 

triumphs again over other roofing systems, requiring 

little or no need to maintain the surface of the roof. 

All the end-user will need to do, is ensure that regular visual inspections are carried out on 

the roof surface, in addition to paying more attention to the roofing following bad weather or 

storms and carrying out repairs if necessary.  

When it comes to DIY roofing, EPDM seems to be on the rise, however, whilst it may be 

useful for roofing, it can be used across a number of DIY projects. It is not only easy to apply 

and can be purchased in a variety of places, but it is also reliable and outperforms almost 

every other type of roofing material. Which is exactly what you are going to want when it 

comes to your roof. 

Using EPDM in DIY Projects 

Whilst the most common use for EPDM is for 

roofing, what many people simply do not 

understand about this versatile material is that it has 

many more uses. In fact, EPDM can be used in 

several different DIY projects.  

Using EPDM in roofing 

One of the most common use for EPDM in the world 

of DIY is for flat roofing. This could be shed roofing, 

garage roofing or even creating garden offices, 

which are increasing in popularity across the UK as more people are looking to work from 

home. EPDM is durable and resilient and can withstand extremes in temperature.  

It is also incredibly easy to install and requires very few tools to put it in place. Not only is this 

great news for those who are professionals, as it keeps down their labour time, but it is also 

good news for those DIY fans who like to tackle things themselves.  

For further reading, please visit the resource library at: 

https://www.diy-flat-roof.com/diy-flat-roofing/ 

https://www.diy-flat-roof.com/diy-flat-roofing/
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Using EPDM in green roofing 

Another use for EPDM and one that is like the 

above is in green roofing. Green roofing isn’t a 

brand-new idea, but it is one that you may not be 

used to seeing. A green roof, or a living roof as 

they can sometimes be known is a roof that is 

planted with shrubs, flowers, grasses and herbs. 

Not only do these roofs look amazing, but they 

also have a hugely positive impact on the 

environment too. 

It makes sense that when you have decided to 

install a living roof in your home, that you are going to want to use the eco-friendliest 

material possible. Which is why EPDM is a popular choice. Not only is it waterproof, which of 

course is vital for a living roof which is going to collect water, but it is also recyclable and 

made to be so much kinder to the environment than other roofing material choices out 

there.  

Find out more about green roofing at: 

https://www.diy-flat-roof.com/green-roofing/ 

Using EPDM for your garden pond 

One use for EPDM that you might not even realise 

exists is for your garden pond. When you are creating 

a garden pond, waterproofing is going to be 

incredibly important, which we already know is one 

of the many benefits that come with EPDM. Not only 

this, but you are going to want to make sure that the 

fish and plant life that you install into your pond is 

safe too.  

EPDM may be a chemically based material but that 

doesn't mean that it isn’t safe to use in your garden pond. You will just need to ensure that 

you use non-hazardous adhesive, just to make sure that everything that lives in there has a 

safe home.  

https://www.diy-flat-roof.com/green-roofing/
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EPDM rubber roofing is also available 

in liquid form for a more versatile 

approach to coverage. It requires 

some product-blending but is 

suitable for DIY application. 

Permaroof also operate one-day 

training courses in liquid EPDM 

systems. More information can be 

found below. 

Permaroof500 Liquid EPDM has a 

self-levelling compound and uses a matting system and accelerated product to deliver an 

easy-to-apply system that is suitable for garden ponds and a range of other applications: 

• Garden steps 

• Balconies 

• Car parking areas 

• Anti-slip surfaces 

• Pitched roofing (with additional product) 

• Flat roofing 

To find out more about Permaroof500 liquid EPDM rubber roofing, please visit the resource 
centre at:  

https://www.diy-flat-roof.com/liquid-membrane/ 

Permaroof UK Ltd offers industry-leading EPDM rubber roofing and liquid EPDM application 

training courses for trade flat roofers and homeowners at our purpose-built training centre 

located at our headquarters in Derby. 

Visit the EPDM training page to find out more and to book your training course online at:  

https://www.permaroof.co.uk/epdm-roofing-training-course 

Buy EPDM rubber roofing in our online store at: 

https://www.permaroofstore.co.uk/default/firestone-epdm.html 

You can view a full video demonstration of the application of EPDM rubber online at: 

https://www.diy-flat-roof.com/epdm-roofing-videos/ 

You can download a comprehensive installation guide and individual tutorials in the resources 
section of our site at: 

http://www.diy-flat-roof.com/diy-flat-roof-library 

https://www.permaroof.co.uk/epdm-roofing-training-course
https://www.diy-flat-roof.com/epdm-roofing-videos/

